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Proposed alliance between Virgin Australia, HNA Group, Hong 
Kong Airlines and HK Express – response to ACCC’s request for 

further information dated 4 April 2017

_________________________________________________________________________________

This response contains information that is commercially confidential to the Applicants. This 

confidential information is marked as [CONFIDENTIAL– RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION 

CLAIMED] in the response.

Possible restriction on other airlines entering into agreements with Virgin Australia

Air China submits that it is concerned the proposed Alliance may substantially restrict competition for 

feeder traffic on Australian domestic routes if, for example, the Alliance Framework Agreement 

included an express or implied exclusivity clause between the HNA Group and Virgin Australia that 

prevented other Chinese airlines from reaching a codeshare or other cooperative agreement with 

Virgin Australia. Air China argues that if the Alliance Framework Agreement did contain such an 

exclusivity clause it would deny a competitive choice that might otherwise exist for international 

passengers travelling on behind gateway routes in Australia.

1 Please provide a response to the concerns raised by Air China.

Air China has raised concerns in relation to the proposed alliance between Virgin Australia, HNA 

Group, Hong King Airlines Ltd and Hong Kong Express Airways Limited (the Alliance).  

In particular, Air China is concerned that the Applicants do not address the impact of the Alliance on 

competition for feeder traffic on Virgin Australia’s domestic network.  

Air China stated that the Alliance may restrict competition for feeder traffic on Virgin Australia’s 

domestic routes if for example “an express or implied exclusivity clause between the HNA Group and 

Virgin Australia… prevent[ed] Air China from reaching a procompetitive codeshare or other 

cooperative agreement with Virgin Australia.”

Air China also noted that a pro-competitive codeshare agreement “would deliver significant benefits to 

consumers by increasing competitive choices for consumers and increasing competition between 

carriers. If the Proposed Alliance contains such an exclusivity clause it will prevent potential customers 

from a competitive choice that might otherwise exist for international passengers travelling on behind-

gateway routes.”

Virgin Australia addresses Air China’s submissions below.
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1 Relationship between Virgin Australia and Air China

(a) Virgin Australia's existing relationship with Air China

Virgin Australia has an existing interline arrangement with Air China.  It entered into this arrangement 

in November 2012.  The arrangement allows Air China guests to connect to destinations throughout 

Australia and New Zealand.  Under this agreement, Air China can sell interline connections across 

Virgin Australia's domestic and trans-Tasman network for passengers in standard classes.

[CONFIDENTIAL – RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION CLAIMED]

Virgin Australia understands that Air China has an interline arrangement with Qantas.

This means that Air China has the ability to place passengers on the majority of domestic Australian 

services. 

(b) Incentives to extend relationship with Air China

The Alliance does not preclude Virgin Australia from offering domestic Australian codeshare to Air 

China, if it considered that there was a commercial benefit to doing so. 

[CONFIDENTIAL – RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION CLAIMED]

2 The Alliance will not prevent customer choice and will not substantially lessen

competition

Air China submitted that the Alliance “will prevent potential customers from a competitive choice that 

might otherwise exist for international passengers travelling on behind-gateway routes.”

Virgin Australia notes that Air China has not provided any information or evidence to support this

assertion.  

Indeed, the facts show that this assertion is not supported. The fact is that Air China passengers can 

and do interline on Virgin Australia’s network and therefore already can travel on behind-gateway 

routes within Australia.  With and without the Alliance, this interline relationship will continue and 

therefore there is no reduction in choice for these passengers.

Therefore, even if the Alliance precluded Virgin Australia from offering domestic Australian codeshare 

to Air China (which it does not – as discussed above), there is no relevant harm to passengers as 

there is no reduction in choice.

In fact, as a result of the Alliance, Chinese passengers travelling to Australia will benefit from the 

increased competition with incumbent carriers in the Australia-China market.  The Alliance will 

facilitate the entry of Virgin Australia into the Australia-China market and the introduction of new 

services operated by Virgin Australia. The additional passenger feed is likely to support the 

introduction of new domestic services in Australia and potentially new international services between 

Australia and mainland China and Australia and Hong Kong. Therefore, the Applicants submit that the 

net effect of the Alliance is likely to be increased competitive choice for passengers in the 

Australia-China market and in relation to behind connections throughout Australia.  
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Term for which authorisation is sought

The Applicants seek authorisation for the term of the Alliance and, in any event, for a period of at least 

ten years. The Applicants submit that they intend that the Alliance will operate for a long period and 

authorisation for at least ten years is appropriate in this context. Other than this statement, the 

Applicants have not made a submission about the term of authorisation sought.

Two submissions argue that the dynamic nature of the aviation industry, particularly in relation to 

services between Australia and mainland China and Australia and Hong Kong, means that the 

competition effects and public benefits of the proposed Alliance should be tested over a shorter 

period.

We note that in our past consideration of applications for authorisation where both (or multiple) 

Alliance partners are operating, or will operate, direct services on routes to and from Australia the 

ACCC has generally granted authorisation for periods of up to five years.

2 Please provide a further submission in support of the Applicants’ request for 

authorisation for a term of at least 10 years. In providing this submission the Applicants 

may wish to have regard to past decisions by the ACCC in relation to applications of 

authorisation for aviation alliances, the ongoing evolution of services between Australia 

and mainland China and Australia and Hong Kong, and the dynamic nature of the 

aviation industry.

The Applicants have requested authorisation of the Alliance for a term of at least 10 years.  The 

Applicants submit that a 10 year terms is appropriate in light of the clear public benefits of the Alliance 

and the absence of any competitive detriment.  The benefits of the Alliance and the absence of any 

competitive detriment are outlined in details in the Applicants’ submission in support of their 

application for authorisation.   

There are three further reasons why an authorisation term of 10 years is suitable in this context: 

[CONFIDENTIAL – RESTRICTION OF PUBLICATION CLAIMED]

Future without the conduct the subject of the authorisation

The Applicants submit that absent the Alliance Virgin Australia would be unlikely to be in a position to 

enter with Australia-China and Australia-Hong Kong services as it is necessary to have a strong 

distribution and route network within China and Hong Kong in order to effectively compete with 

incumbent carriers. In particular, the Applicants submit that feeder traffic from HNA Group and Hong 

Kong Airlines, as well as the extensive sales and distribution networks, are critical to the profitability of 

these services.

The ACCC requires further evidence to verify Virgin Australia’s position in relation to this issue.

3 Please provide a more detailed submission, including all pertinent internal documents 

and other supporting evidence, in relation to the claim that Virgin Australia would be 

unlikely to commence operating Australia-Hong Kong or Australia-mainland China 

services without the Alliance in place.
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